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Figure 1: Concrete 3D printer at the ETH with printed structures
in the background.
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Figure 2: Concrete 3D printer with ACR.
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Figure 3: ACR including feeding and cable cutting systems.
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Initial Situation: Some research has been done in
concrete 3d printing. Architectural elements such as
sculptures and small houses have been already
realized. However, large buildings cannot be
produced. The reason is that plane concrete
structures are highly bridled after printing. Therefore,
metallic reinforcements have to be inserted.
There are already solutions for reinforcements during
concrete 3D printing, but these solutions still have
limitations that need to be overcome.

Approach / Technology: At ETH, an ABB robot is set
up with an optimized nozzle for concrete 3D printing
(Figure 1). For this setup, an automated concrete
reinforcement system (ACR) needs to be developed.
This system feeds a steel cable while printing. The
cable is laid down between or inside the printed
layers, improving the concrete structure’s properties.
After the project scope is defined, a literature review
shows the existing solutions and their limitations.
Afterwards, different functional solutions have been
developed and listed in a morphological box. Out of
these, four different solutions are sketched, described
and analyzed. The solution without a pre-bending
mechanism has scored best. It conveys the cable into
the nozzle, where it is bonded with the concrete and
extruded into the printed layer. Before designing the
final system, some preliminary tests were performed.
The test results showed that the chosen solution
needs some simplification.

Result: The final system is depicted on Figure 2. The
cable spool is attached to the third axis of the robot,
where the weight has a lower impact on the robot.
Then the cable is led through the yellow tube to the
feeder, which feeds the cable at the same speed as
the nozzle is moving. This cable is then guided into
the nozzle, where it is combined with the concrete
and extruded into layers.
First experimental tests have shown that the system
performs properly. It is recommended to do further
test prints. In a further step, the system can be
upgraded (e.g. to feed larger cables), or a new
system with more functions (Figure 3) can be
manufactured, which can improve the printing results
even further.


